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The benefits of               integrated ERP system

Integrated

ERP system
Optimised for medium-sized company processes, sERPA offers 
solutions for specific industry needs, in addition to the general 
ERP functionality. Since its launch in 2003, nearly 400 compa-

nies have chosen sERPa to manage their business processes. 

Thanks to its modular design, it can flexibly be adjusted to 
meet the real needs of the business, and able to grow along 

with the company in terms of both the number of users and 

functionality.

PROGEN Mérnöki Fejlesztő és Szolgáltató Kft. was established in 1992 and implemented its proprietary Nagy Machinátor 
and sERPa integrated ERP systems with more than 2,000 customers so far. The founders of the 100% Hungarian-owned 
company ‒ who are still with the Company as senior professionals ‒ are proud of the company’s ability to compete with 
the international software development companies.

A PROGEN Kft. pays close attention to customer feedback in the development of its systems and services, and places great em-

phasis on continuous improvement, both in terms of the technologies applied and the training of its professionals. The Compa-

ny’s in-house development team and its reliable technological background enable it to make administrative work more effi-
cient and enjoyable, independent of the international service providers, based on the needs and feedback of the domestic 
SME sector.

THE SERVICES OF PROGEN KFT.:
Launch and ERP expert advice: business process assessment, training, program development, data links
Product support: legal compliance, version tracking, Phone Helpdesk, newsletters
IT Operations: system operation, system monitoring, system design and installation, program hosting

H-1118 Budapest, Homonna u. 8/A

Phone: +36 1 481 9000

Email: info@progen.hu

https://www.progen.hu/serpa-kozepvallalkozasoknak/

ASK FOR A FREE-OF-CHARGE PRESENTATION!

 CONTINUOUS AND UP-TO-DATE COMPLIANCE

WITH THE LAWS

To cover specific areas as well, when necessary.

 HUNGARIAN DEVELOPMENT,
WITH OUR OWN DEVELOPMENT TEAM

We work with our own agile development team, and the 
program is constantly evolving backed by a reliable tech-

nological background and offers the possibility to make 
developments to meet special needs.

 RELIABLE DATABASE MANAGEMENT
The program uses an MS SQL database management soft-

ware, which provides a high level of data security and elimi-
nates the possibility of data loss.

 CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
We undertake custom development work for our clients, 
whether it be for new functions, the creation of lists or spe-

cial modules.

 MANAGE MULTIPLE COMPANIES IN A SINGLE SYSTEM

SERPa offers the possibility to manage the data of unlimited 
companies in a single system, without affecting license or 
product support fees. Thanks to the separated data sets, the 
administration and bookkeeping of any number of com-

panies can be run in parallel.

 HIGH LEVEL UNDERSTANDING
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS

In addition to the usual financial, accounting, tax, inventory 
management and logistics processes, the program also pro-

vides a wide range of solutions – increasing efficiency – for 
managing the company’s processes in other areas as well 
(production management, repair services, CRM, mobile 
functions, …). 

 FLEXIBLE CUSTOMISATION
The administration management logic used by the sERPa 
system is easily adaptable to the way the company operates, 
and the management interface to the user’s needs and the 
authorisation levels.

 FAVOURABLE PRICING
Thanks to the modularity of sERPa, and the selectable user 
types, you only need to buy the modules your company 
needs, so you don’t have to pay for parts of the program you 
don’t need. In addition to buying it, you can also rent the 
program, which offers excellent value for money.

 EFFICIENT LAUNCH AND SUPPORT
Our project methodology, developed with due diligence and 
based on 30 years of experience in implementing business 
management systems, ensures a successful implementation. 
Our clients are supported by highly experienced personal ad-

visors and a dedicated customer service team, even after 
launch.

 PERSONAL CONTACT, SKILLED STAFF
Thanks to the extremely low fluctuation of staff at our com-

pany, our colleagues have an in-depth knowledge of our 
clients and the processes our clients are managing. We place 
great emphasis on the continuous training of our staff.



The Framework System

The “Framework System” provides cross-functional tasks, across 
all functions. Protects the data of your company by using an 
authorisation system, ensuring that data can only be viewed 
in accordance with the scope of authority. It comes with many 
options to make the program more convenient to use.
The sERPa Web online platform supports strategic and opera-

tional decision-making in several areas, with flexible dashboard 
data displayed via flexible data search.

Document management

The Document Management module allows you to archive 
and file incoming and outgoing documents. You can use the 

“drag&drop” function to file electronic documents as documents, 
but the program also supports the use of page readers. Docu-

ments can be grouped and categorised in the system, and var-
ious tasks can be defined for each document, with automatic 
notifications.

Event management (CRM)

This module provides the possibility to manage processes 
outside the business administration activities of the company 
(e.g., tracking business opportunities, debt management, etc.). 

External processes can be recorded in the files by customer, and 
internal processes can be recorded by employees. The events 
forming part of the processes can be freely defined by the user 
according to the needs of the company. The events can be se-

quenced according to pre-defined rules; the system is able to 
change the process status, so the status of the file is automat-
ically set according to the previously defined rules. The current 
owner or employee in charge of the file is defined, who has a 
task to do with it, so it is possible to track which employee 
must do something to make progress with the file.

Contract management

This module is used to register contracts with the customers 
and suppliers. It also allows you to print ready-to-sign contracts 
and certificates of completion, using a Word template. It allows 
you to manage framework contracts by adding contracts to a 
framework contract and warning if the limit set for the frame-

work contract is exceeded. It enables the generation of customer 
invoices based on the contracts and contract items entered, 
either once or regularly (periodically: monthly, quarterly, semi- 
annually, annually), even for items prepared under an invoicing 
plan. Contracts can also provide data for general ledger planning.

INANCE, ACCOUNTING

AND CONTROLLING FUNCTIONS

In addition to the basic financial and accounting tasks, sERPa 
offers additional possibilities for controlling and planning.  An 
unlimited number of documents of an unlimited number of com-

panies can be managed in the system. Customer and supplier 
invoices can be imported from several sources, and customer 
invoices can be issued as e-invoices. For groups of companies, 
it is possible to prepare a consolidated balance sheet and profit 
and loss statement. The program can be used to prepare VAT 
returns and the supporting analytics, in compliance with the 
Hungarian legislation. The tax return can be exported to the 
ÁNYK program used by the Tax Authority.

 MODULES:
• Account receivables analytics

• Account payables analytics

• Bank analytics
• Petty cash analytics

• Tax

• General ledger

• Controlling

• General ledger planning

• Liquidity planning

• Accounting in several currencies

• Cost centre accounting

• Tangible assets

 HR FUNCTIONS
SERPa has integrated HR functions, which allow the recording 
of the employees’ salary-related data and payroll accounting. 
The personal data of employees, their legal status, their depen-

dents, education related data, trade union membership, lan-

guage skills, the cafeteria scheme, information related to cost 
accounting and the necessary withholdings can be recorded. 
The attendance sheet and remuneration data can be used for 
payroll accounting, and the payroll slip can be printed or sent 
to the employees by e-mail, by batch mailing. The sERPa payroll 
module has additional functions to perform social security 
disburser functions as well. The tax returns can be transferred 
to the ÁNYK program, and the data required for the data reports 
to be sent to the KSH can be retrieved.

LOGISTICS,

COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS

The effective management of logistics processes – from pro-

curement to delivery – requires a complete and flexible system 
that provides up-to-date and accurate information, considering 
and adapting to the characteristics of the business.
SERPa’s logistics modules can be flexibly customised to create 
an inventory management and material accounting system suit-
able to meet all needs. The system can manage the warehouse 
structure, which can be broken down according to various as-

pects, manageable even via mobile devices. Offers high flexi-
bility in pricing. Thanks to the integration level, the database- 
level linked document items imported from the sub-systems 
ensure an up-to-date tracking of the processes from order entry 
to invoicing, and accounting. The e-commerce functionality is 
made complete with an in-built B2B interface, courier service 
links and integration with the most popular webshop solutions.

 MODULES:
• Inventory

• Order register

• Retail trade, invoicing

• Logistics planning (MRP)

• Mobile features

• Webshop contact

• B2B partner centre
• Courier service contact

• EKÁER system

 
INDUSTRY FEATURES

In addition to the basic ERP functionality, sERPa also includes 
modules to meet specific industry needs and processes. These 
modules have been developed considering our customers’ 
guidelines and the industry standards. As a result of sERPa’s 
modular design, our clients can choose from a range of industry 
solutions that is useful to them and are integrated into the 
program.

 MODULES:
• Production management

• Excise tax records, e-TKO management
• Repair service

• Communal services management

• Connection with warehouse management systems

(iLogistic, WBS, MFC, Nagel)

SERPa has proven in many industries, in the commer-
cial sector, in the service business and in the manu-

facturing sector. It is suitable for invoicing, inventory 
management and accounting. The data entered to 
the system (functional inputs) can be used to create 
different levels of summaries, lists and data searches. 
The data enables the company to carry out opera-

tional tasks and make decisions, and on the other 
hand, provides information about the direction in 
which the company is heading, i.e. they also support 
management decision-making.

Functionality and
industry solutions of

GENERAL FUNCTIONS

The general functions provide access to users to modules that make day-to-day work easier, more transparent, and more efficient.


